E.S.P.
Rapid Intervention System
Rapid Remediation and Live Tutoring Services

E.S.P. connects students to live, U.S. based tutors, providing immediate, granular remediation directly from a school’s Learning Management System.

- Listens to Student Performance
- Initiates a Trigger When Student Underperforms
- Invites Student to Live Instruction within Hours
- Notifies Classroom Teacher when Proficiency Met

E.S.P. Increases

- Retention
- Student Achievement
- Standards Proficiency
E.S.P.
Rapid Intervention System

Student Fails Quiz and is Not Proficient in Standard Learning Management System TRIGGER

Parent / Student Instructed to Schedule Live Tutoring

Student Demonstrates Proficiency – Teacher Updates Grade

Student Becomes Proficient in Standard with Tutor

Learning Management System TRIGGER

Parent / Student Instructed to Schedule Live Tutoring

TutaPoint.com

BYRON ACADEMY

1:00 pm

9:00 am

7:00 pm

6:00 pm

2:00 pm
E.S.P. has been developed to initially run on the BrainHoney LMS, and interacts seamlessly as a component option.
Student Invitation
Notification Email and Invitation

From: Ryan A Duques
To: Ryan A Duques
Cc:
Subject: Academic Alert

Dear John:

It appears that you recently experienced a little trouble in the course material listed below. No need to panic, we are here to help!

Our team of private tutoring professionals can help you to understand this content. Your private tutor will meet with you online, in our advanced classrooms complete with audio, video and multiple whiteboards. Getting help on this topic now will build the foundations to ensure that you are able to comprehend the concepts delivered tomorrow in class. You will be better prepared for future assignments, exams and standardized tests. After your session, your private tutor will notify your teacher of the skills that you have demonstrated improvement and proficiency in.

Please select an instruction time from the list below, or select your own time.
Your username and password is the same as your BrainHoney username and password.

Select a Tutoring Time:

12/11/2012 – 11 AM – 12 PM
12/11/2012 – 12 PM – 1 PM
12/11/2012 – 1 PM – 2 PM
12/11/2012 – 2 PM – 3 PM

Request another time to meet with an instructor.

Course Details:

Course: Grade 9 Mathematics
Type: Test assessment
Title: Test assessment

Learning objectives1: Draw points, lines, line segments, rays, angles (right, acute, obtuse), and perpendicular and parallel lines. Identify these in two-dimensional figures.
Learning objectives2: Classify two-dimensional figures based on the presence or absence of parallel or perpendicular lines, or the presence or absence of angles of a specified size. Recognize right triangles as a category, and identify right triangles.
Learning objectives3: Recognize a line of symmetry for a two-dimensional figure as a line across the figure such that the figure can be folded along the line into matching parts. Identify line-symmetric figures and draw lines of symmetry.

Once your tutoring session is confirmed, you will receive an email.

For more detail, please contact us at info@tutapoint.com or call us at (800) 390-2370.

Thank you,
TutaPoint.com Team

Student is invited to receive live, private tutoring in the concepts identified within the LMS.
Session Scheduled
Student Selects Time

Using Single Sign On (SSO), the student’s selected tutoring time is automatically scheduled.
The LMS provides tutors with the precise concepts and standards that need to be reviewed. Tutors are able to review these concepts prior to the session to prepare, offering an efficient and effective tutoring session.
Online Classroom
4th Generation Classroom

TutaPoint’s enhanced online classroom incorporates audio, video and multiple whiteboards.
Tutors are able to review the assigned concepts anytime during the session.
Once the session is complete, the tutor determines if the student has displayed proficiency in the assigned concepts. If the student has, the tutor indicates that these goals are complete.
Teacher Notification
LMS Updated with Student Performance

The student’s teacher is notified on the LMS class dashboard of concepts that the student is now proficient in.
Reinforcement Tutor Assigns Reinforcement Activities

TutaPoint’s instructors are prompted to assign reinforcing activities to students, like videos, worksheets and lessons.
Reinforcement
Student and Parent Notified

Students and their parents receive a summary of their session as well as the reinforcement activity list assigned by the tutor.
Reinforcement
Short Activities Listed on Student Page

Students can access reinforcement activities from their TutaPoint portal page, using Single Sign On from the LMS.
Reinforcement activity access is tracked and measured.
LEARN MORE ABOUT E.S.P.

Ryan Duques
rduques@apparos.com
203.779.0331